Woodbury Public Library
Museum Pass Program

The Woodbury Public Library has a Museum Pass program which allows adult cardholders who reside in Woodbury to check out passes for free admission to one of several local institutions. Currently, we circulate passes to:

- The Garden State Discovery Museum (Cherry Hill, NJ)
- The Battleship New Jersey in (Camden, NJ)
- The Academy of Natural Sciences (Philadelphia, PA)
- The Gloucester County Historical Society’s Hunter-Lawrence-Jessup House Museum, as well as the Historical Society’s research library. (Woodbury, NJ)

We are expanding our Museum Pass Program to include more institutions; call or ask at the Reference Desk for more information!

Who can check out a Woodbury Public Library museum pass?
All adult cardholders in good standing who reside in Woodbury are eligible to check out our Museum passes. Families can have only one museum pass out at a time.

Where can I pick up a pass?
All passes must be picked up and returned only at the Woodbury Public Library Circulation Desk.

Where can I return a pass?
All passes must be returned to the Woodbury Public Library Circulation Desk. Please hand the plastic case directly to a staff member, and be sure that the pass is returned with the case.

Can I reserve a pass for pick-up?
Yes. You may reserve a pass for up to 48 hours by calling the Woodbury Public Library Circulation Desk at (856) 845-2611.

How long can I keep a pass?
A museum pass may be checked out for 7 days and is not renewable.

What if I don’t return the pass on time?
A late fee of $5.00 per day will apply, with a maximum late fine of $25.00. There is a $3.00 fee for loss or damage of the case. The fee for a lost pass is the replacement cost of the pass.
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